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Kildwick CE Primary School 

Learning to live, Living to love, Loving to learn 
 

Minutes of the Meeting of  the Full Governing Board  – (Resources & 
Finance) held on 17th November 2020 at 18:00 (via Google) 

 
Present: 
Donna Akrigg – Staff Governor (DA) 
Howard Barton – Parent Governor (HB) 
Christine Anderton – Foundation Governor (CA) 
Jo Gostling – Co-opted Governor (JG) 
Jamie Logan – Parent Governor (JL) 
John Perry – LA Governors (JP) 
Cameron Quinn – Co-opted Governor (CQ) 
Geraldine Sands – Foundation Governor (GS) 
Alex Swinton – Foundation Governor (AS) 
Tim Whitehead – Headteacher (TW) 
 
In attendance: 
Vicky Bateman – NYCC School Finance Officer (VB) 
Stephen Dale – LA Clerk to Governors (Clerk) 
  

A Procedural 

1 Prayer, Welcome, Introductions and consideration of absence 
CQ opened the meeting at 18.05, welcoming all present and thanking them for their 
attendance. 
GS led the meeting in an opening prayer. 
CQ introduced VB and explained her role with the school. 
CQ welcomed HB to hi first meeting having been elected as a new Parent Governor. 
All governors declared that they were in a secure and confidential environment 
 

2 To determine whether other urgent business should be considered 
None identified. 
TW noted the Safeguarding meeting that had recently been held with JP and that this would 
be on the FGB agenda for 1st December. 
 
 

3 To determine whether any part of the proceedings should be treated as confidential and 
excluded from the minutes to be made available for public inspection.  
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None identified at this point. 
 

4 Declaration of interest on any agenda item.  
None declared. 
 
 

5 To approve the Minutes of the FGB meeting held on 21st October 2020 and consider matters 
arising from the minutes not otherwise covered by this agenda. 
The Minutes of FGB (Curriculum) held on 21st October 2020 were unanimously approved. 
TW confirmed that the letter proposed under item 5 had been sent 
GS noted that the proposed training re Ofsted was, following discussion with NGA, on hold.  
GS explained that governor involvement in any Ofsted visit in the near future would be 
minimal due to the Covid restrictions in place and that once “business as usual” returns it 
would then be appropriate to hold a face to face training session. 
TW confirmed that the final SSDP had been circulated to all governors. (item 6) 
TW confirmed that a copy of the Remote Learning Policy had been sent to all parents. 
TW noted that a letter to chase up and remind parents about missing library books will be 
sent shortly. 
 

B Resources & Finance 

6 To  review the Budget Monitoring Report for September   
Copies of the Revised Budget 2020/21 - Detail  and Summary Reports had been circulated 
prior to this meeting. 
Copies of the September Monitoring Reports – detail and summary – had been circulated 
prior to this meeting. 
 
VB presented the September Monitoring report to governors highlighting the overall good 
position that school finances are in with a surplus for 2020/21 being predicted.  VB 
highlighted the losses currently being made through lower use of the before/After School 
clubs and the additional costs being incurred due to Covid-19 on hygiene provision. 
Q:  Why the large variance on Supplies on Services.  VB explained that this is due mainly to 
no charges for school meals during the closure period and noted that this will be offset by a 
reduction in income against these. 
Q:  Have costs associated with furlough been included in the projected losses for the 
Before/After School clubs.  VB confirmed this was included. 
Q:  Is “Catch-up” funding included in the figures.  VB confirmed it was and that the first part 
of the grant of £45 per head (approx.) is included in the revised budget and that the second 
instalment will be included in the 2021/22 budget. 
 
VB presented the Revised Budget and explained how this was updated from the Start Budget 
approved in May 2020.  VB highlighted the projections for 2021/22 and 2022/23 that were, 
at present, looking quite healthy.  VB noted the effect that increasing pupils numbers had on 
the figures. 
Q: Will increased pupil numbers be affected by capacity constraints.  TW noted the present 
number of 142 pupils and agreed that the school was reaching it’s limit as to how many 
pupils can be accommodated with some year groups now “full”. 
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Governors discussed what capacity looks like and agreed the need to closely monitor 
admissions and class sizes being very mindful that there is no scope to enlarge the school and 
we don’t want to have overcrowding nor adversely affect learning. 
Q:  Why has SEN funding reduced.  VB noted the link to income on this line and pupils in 
receipt of support.  VB also noted that the school is “owed” money from another LA as one 
pupil in receipt comes from another district. 
 
VB mentioned that the benchmarking report, to be discussed later, highlights potential for 
increased spend on learning resources and that governors may need to consider how this is 
used. 
VB highlighted the work undertaken by TW in successfully managing the Before/After School 
Clubs to minimise impact on the budgets and congratulated TW on his proactive approach. 
 
Q:  Will we have to explain any surplus.  VB advised that this is not the case and highlighted 
that ideally the school should look to break even – income should be being spent on existing 
pupils to give them the best experience whilst at school and noted how the Benchmarking 
Report can be used in considering this. 
Q:  So, we can identify areas where additional spend can be used.  VB advised that this is the 
case and whilst costs associated with Covid still have to be considered, governors should be 
looking to plan to use some surplus. 
 

7 To review Benchmarking Report 
A copy of the Benchmarking Report dated 9th November had been circulated prior to this 
meeting. 
 
VB explained the purpose of this report and how it can be used to highlight issues that affect 
the budget both positively and adversely. 
VB detailed each section of the report highlighting that the changes to the SLT were not 
reflected in the report so that when re-run, the highlighted difference would be negated. 
VB noted that the current mix of TA, GTA and HLTA that the school has is reflected in the 
graph for Non-Teaching staff. 
Governors discussed  this graph and how the mix is beneficial to the school with the range 
and depth of experience in place and the positive impact brought.  Governors agreed that 
the balance should remain and only be reviewed as postholders retire or move on. 
Q:  Is there an explanation for the additional hours in extended school clubs.  TW noted that 
this has now been addressed with a reduction of 20hrs in staffing.  TW noted that additional 
support had been needed previously due to specific needs of one attendee. 
VB noted that the comparison figures may not necessarily be directly comparable and that 
this was not such a big issue. 
VB noted that the report reflects earlier discussion over spend on learning resources and 
again  remined governors of the need to use money wisely and to target any spend. 
 
TW noted that the school is within MASS for buildings maintenance and that a rolling 
programme of repairs is in place so that the apparent underspend on buildings is not “real”. 
 
Governors thanked VB for her work and advice. 
VB left the meeting at 1905 
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8 Before & After School Club – TW update  
TW briefed governors on the current position with the two clubs.  Numbers attending have 
fallen dramatically due to the changes in work patterns for parents and will be disrupted for 
some time.  The clubs are running at a loss of approx. £300 per week.  TW noted that 
communication has gone to parents to consult on what they currently would like to see and 
to get a feel for who might be using these in the short-medium term.  TW noted the x2 
members of staff have been put on furlough for the duration of the current lockdown.  The 
clubs have been moved into school for the time being which will mean a saving on rent and 
these measure should help balance the books. 
Governors agreed the need to continue to provide a service to parents with the clubs and 
that whilst the aim is not, and has never been, to make a profit through these, efforts must 
be made to at least break even. 
Governors discussed the longer-term impact on the clubs if the current changes to working 
patterns and locations for many parents becomes “normal” 
Q:  Can more feedback from parents be sought on an on-going basis to help determine how 
the clubs are run.  TW agreed that this is possible and will be undertaken.  TW noted that a 
small increase to charges for using the clubs may be necessary and that parents are receptive 
to this. 
 
Governors agreed that a plan should be in place and requested that TW present proposals at 
the meeting on 9th February 2021. 
Action TW 
 

9 To receive an update on Pupil Premium (3yr plan) 
A copy of the “Pupil Premium and Covid Catch Up Funding: Kildwick CE VC Primary School 
2020-2021” plan had been circulated prior to this meeting. 
TW noted the inclusion of Covid Catch up in this plan and highlighted the staffing being used 
to deliver support and interventions.  TW noted that the plan is now in a different format as 
this does give a clearer presentation of what is being done. 
Q:  With the level of funding - £29K – we need to feel 100% confident that money is being 
well spent and be able to demonstrate this.  In section 4 of the report what data/information 
will be available to demonstrate progress and impact  - can this section be “tightened up” so 
that progress can be demonstrated through measurable outcomes.  TW noted that this is a 
draft document and that changes can be made. 
Q:  In section 2 can there be more detail within the commentary.  TW agreed that with the 
small number of pupils the report cover (three), there is the need for more explanation and 
to tell “their story”. 
Q:  Whilst there is a need for governors to be able to measure progress through available 
data there is also a need to acknowledge “softer” targets such as wellbeing and relationships 
which are equally important to this group – as visits by governors into school used to 
evidence this we are no longer able to undertake such visits so maybe  this information can 
be presented alongside data. 
Governors discussed hard and soft targets and agreed how vital it is to tell the story and to 
highlight all achievements and not just those that are measurable through presented data.  
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Mediocre and positive outcomes must be noted and agreed the importance of good 
narrative. 
Action:  TW to review for next FGB (01/12/20) 

10 School Financial Value Statement (SFVS) to nominate Governor/s to complete this 
CQ agreed to complete the SFVS.  GS offered to review this with CQ prior to presenting to 
FGB for approval in March. 
Action:  TW/CQ/VB to liaise re completion of SFVS 
 

C Other Business 

11 To receive an H&S update 
TW noted the circulation of the Covid-19 guidance updated in November and sent to 
parents. 
JL updated governors on progress with addressing H&S concerns in the use of the parish 
Rooms to host the Before and After School clubs and reported on his meeting with the new 
Churchwarden and a contactor to rectify the identified issues.  JL described the scope of 
works and the planned timescales for the work to be undertaken. 
JL and TW noted that school visits were not possible presently and  that any H&S issues 
continued to be raised and addressed appropriately. 
Governors thanked JL for his involvement in identifying and progressing the required works. 
 

12 To receive a Premises update 
No separate report made  - item re the school clubs include in item 11. 
 

13 To deal with any matters agreed for consideration under item 2 above. 
None to consider. 
 
 

14 Correspondence 
None to consider. 
 

15 How has this meeting impacted on the welfare and progress of our pupils? 
Governors noted the detailed review of finances enables spend to be monitored and 
highlights, at this meeting, a possible opportunity to increase spending on resources. 
Governors noted the importance of the Pupil Premium plan and the ability to ensure that the 
funding is spent appropriately and achieves positive outcomes. 
H&S monitoring of the Parish Rooms has enabled the Before and After school clubs to operate 
in a safe environment. 
 
 

16 Date of next meeting and Close 
Governors noted the date of FGB on 1st December 2020. 
The meeting closed at 19.35. 
 

 

Dates of Future Meetings: 
Tuesday 1st December 2020 at 18.00 (FGB) 
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Tuesday 9th February 2021 at 18.00 (FGB Finance and Resources) 
Tuesday 2nd March 2021 at 18.00 (FGB Curriculum) 
Monday 22nd  March 2021 at 18.00 (FGB) 
Tuesday 25th May 2021 at 18.00 (FGB Finance and Resources) – Budget Approval 
Monday 7th June 2021 at 18.00 (FGB Curriculum) 
Monday 21st June 2021 at tbc (Strategy Meeting) 
Tuesday 29th June 2021 at 18.00 (FGB) – Revised date 
 

 


